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Abstract

MR data acquisition and image processing require an enormous processing
power. Parallel processing is a principle way to escape from the disadvantages
of conventional processors. Concurrent processes can easily be programmed in
the new language Occam and these parallel programs can be executed by new
processors: transputers. These new processors are connected in networks with
their four links. A set of transputers cooperate while executing different parts
of the job.

An operating system is designed. which handles the different jobs and man
ages the processors in the network. This system consists of agiobal managing
program in a central- transputer and alocal managing program in every trans
puter of the network. These management programs communicate via some
reserved links of the network. The tasks to be executed on the transputer net
work are gathered in a file structure and are handled by this operating system.
The future user of the system is responsible for the correctness of these tasks.

The network is constructed of transputers and link switches. which are
mutually connected. Networks with an arbitrary size can be hand led. Without
making any changes in the hardware. the operating system can reconfigure
the network and send programs to the transputers. The user can develop
his programs without being concerned with their physical placement in the
network. The operating system enables the safe use of a part of the available
network for the execution of the user's programs.

A network exploration program has been developed as a part of the operat
ing system, which defines the topical hardware configuration in a tree structure.
Furthermore. a link switch emulating program was developed in Occam in or
der to test the exploration process. The emulation of a network of eight link
switches was realized by running eight link switch emulating programs in par
allel on one transputer. The operating system explored this emulated network
correctly. Afterwards. user programs were loaded and executed in the network
successfully via link switches. The operating system can be adapted easily to
different applications with many tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the Philips Forschungslaboratorium at Hamburg (PFH). Magnetie Reso
nance (MR) imaging and spectroscopy for medical application are being re
searched. An MR scanner roughly consists of a magnet with send and receive
coils. gradient coils. a spectrometer and a data processing unit. The magnet
produces the necessary high magnetic field. The gradients produce a linear
magnetic field. causing the statie magnetic field to be different at each place
in the magnet. The coils send and receive the radio frequency signals and the
spectrometer demodulates the incoming data containing the image information.
The data processing backend of the scanner computes the data coming from
the spectrometer. New applications for data acquisition methods and MR im
age processing are developed at Philips Medical Systems Division (MSD) in
Best.

Processing image data. like MR images with 512 * 512 pixels requires a
large amount of computational power. New applications nearly always increase
the load of the computer. Larger processing times can be a bottleneck in an
expensive system of whieh the data processor is only a part. The processing of
the image data must not keep up the rest of the measurement. Conventional
computers have a von Neumann architecture: they consist of one processor.
an amount of memory and input- and output facilities.

As an attempt to overcome the computer bottleneck of a single processor.
the architecture of the new computers is thoroughly changed: several processors
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cooperate in a processor network. New programming languages to describe
parallelism, like Occam have been introduced. In Occam. concurrent processes
only communicate via channels. as proposed in 'Communicating SequentiaI
Processes' (CSP), by C.A.R. Hoare [1]. Instead of one processor with memory.
several processors, transputers. all with their own local memory can be used in
a network architecture to execute Occam processes.

In the MR01 project of the PFH, R. Proksa developed an MR data process
ing system in which a group of independent transputers cooperate to compute
MR data. During the development of this processing system the number of
transputers used in the network grew rapidly. In January '86 there was one,
in January '87 there were 10 and in January '88 there were 20 transputers in
the network. The first intention was to write an Occam version of some of the
procedures of the Flexirec package (software for flexible MR reconstruction)
for this transputer network. It soon became c1ear that a more genera I control
system for transputer networks was needed first. This became the subject of
the present thesis.

The structure of the network and the distribution of processes over the
processors is directly controlled by the user. With the fast growing number of
transputers, the need rises for an operating system to control the configuration
and process distribution. This operating system is not specific for an MR data
processing backend, instead it controls any mid-size transputer network (16
to 256 transputers) . The object is to run a pool of programs on a set of
transputers. Tasks and resources are to be handled in a flexible manner.

The development of the operating system is the subject of the master's the
sis of Joost Kamerbeek, student of the University of Technology in Eindhoven.
department Electronics, Measurement and Control.
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Chapter 2

Management structure of the
system

2.1 Introd uction

The operating system described in th is report is meant to manage a network of
16 to 256 transputers. These numbers are not strict and wil! be discussed later.
The operating system is meant for applications Iike MR data acquisition and
image processing where a relatively large number of algorithms (processes) can
be used in a complex program. In a research and development environment.
these complex programs must be constructed in a modular way to facilitate
program modifications. Thus. new complex programs can be tested in a con
venient way. The processes that are to be executed on this network wil! typically
use only a part of the network. If only one process resides in the network. it
may use every transputer in the network. Several processes can reside in the
network at the same time. others can be executed sequentially.
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2.2 The tasks of the transputer network manager

When. in a conventional system. a number of transputers is used to execute
several processes. the user usually takes care of connecting the transputers
physically end loading the network with processes in the desired configure
tion. The desired configuration must be available in hardware. otherwise the
processes can not be passed to the target network correctly. The hardware net
work configuration may be larger than the software configuration: this does not
disturb the processes. After running a program on the network. the complete
network is reset and a new program can be loaded.

Every transputer executes a c1early limited process. The communication is
performed entirely via the four transputer links. All the programs. developed by
the user. have to be distributed over a network of transputers. The distribution
is invented by the user. This is an important decision because the distribution
determines which processes can actually run in parallel. However. in many
cases the user is not really interested in the physical allocation of a process. he
is only interested in the configuration. When enough transputers are available
and when the proper hardware channels are there. the network can often be
loaded with a user program in more than one way. The physical placement of a
process or a set of processes can be handled by a transputer network manager.
The connection of the processes inside a program (the program configuration)
is prescribed by the user. The network manager is a part of the operating
system. serving the user in an inconspicuous way. 50. the manager has to send
transputer code to certain processors managing a set of transputers. But this
is not the only task.

The manager starts its job when the power is turned on. It explores the
structure of the network by sending configuration commands via Global Re
source Manager's (GRM) transputer links. The user does not need to care
about the managers knowledge of the present system since the fixing of the
topical network structure is done automatically. This makes the system weil
suited for an environment with a flexible set of resources. A few more resources
(processors) can easily be added to the system without having to change the
operating system.

The manager must communicate with the user of the system: he has to
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obey his commands. send back information about the network as weil as debug
information and performance data.

The user will then be able to start one or more of his programs anywhere
in the network. The programs are put together in a pool. The resu/ts of these
programs have to be represented some way. The user has to create a program
for the data representation as weil. which also is included in the program pool.
since the manager will not manipulate any user data. The operating system
wil! be transparent to the user. This pool of programs. including the user
programs, must be supported. In this system. the programs are kept on the
hard disc of an IBM AT Personal Computer. This support is another task of
the network manager. Therefore. some file server utilities must be present.

After a request of the user. one of the programs in the pool is sent to some
of the processors in ~he network by the manager. To use these programs. the
concerned processors need to be connected in a user prescribed way. These
connections are controlled by the manager process. Changing these connections
(reconfiguration) is done outside of the transputers. For details. refer to chapter
'Network Configuration'.

An important task of the network manager in this operating system is to
control the state of the network. At all times. the available resources (trans
puters. switches and other devices) must be known. and their locations in the
network structure. Besides. it must be known at all times which processes are
running and where they are running.

Of course. any system error must be recognized immediately. This does
not mean that the manager checks the course of the user programs. An error
message has to be generated and passed to the user of the system only if an
error occured in the system management communication. Especially in parallel
computer architectures. errors can be difficult to trace, hence the task of error
handling deserves special attention.

One part of the network manager takes care of the communication with the
network. Areliabie. robust network server must be created in order to achieve
fault tolerant communication with the network. If some part of the network
failes to continue processing. maybe another part can be rescued, unless the
manager does not fail to continue as weil. The network serving part must also
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be optimized for fast data transmission avoiding the manager to become the
bottleneck of the system.

2.3 Management design

The management of the complete system is almost fully concentrated in one
process: Global Resource Manager (GRM). This process is split up internally.
See figure 2.2 for its Occam process structure. The GRM distributes the user
processes over a subset of the resources. The actual placement of user processes
at transputers is performed by a Local Resource Manager (LRM) which resides
in each transputer. Figure 2.1 shows the locations of the management processes
in the network.

GLOBAL

MANAGER

TRANSPUTfR

TRAN5PUTER

TRANSPUTfR

Figure 2.1: Location of Global- and Local Resource Managers in the network

The Global Resource Manager has to contact the Local Resource Managers
regularly to keep up with the state of the network. Every user process that
is started up under the leadership of an LRM is attached to a smal! Micro
Resource Manager process (MRM).
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An interesting architecture of a configuration manager using transputers in
a Local Area Network is described in [7]. Here. all processes are c1assified as
controllers. servers and resources here.

2.4 Global Resource Manager

This process is split up in the following. relatively independent parts: Userver.
Manager. Filer and LRMserver. These parts are the parallel subprocesses of
the GRM. The division was made. considering concurrency. independency and
a minimum of communication between the processes. The four processes are
independent from each other as long as they do not communicate with one of
the other processes. For instanee: the Manager can send data via the LRM
server to the network while the Filer is reading a file from the hard disco The
user selects items from menues presented by the Userver. Commands given to
the operating system via the Userver can be passed to the Manager via sim
ple, short command tags. possibly followed by one or more parameters. Thus.
communication between the four processes is minimized. The architecture of
the GRM is displayed in figure 2.2.

The processes communicate via channels (as usual in Occam [2]). Userver
has channels from the keyboard and to the screen of the Pc. Filer has channels
to and from the hard disc and LRMserver has channels to and from the network.

All the communication inside the GRM are based on a protocol using tags:
every communication starts with a tag that has to be recognised by the receiving
process. This protocol helps future replacements of one of the subprocesses,
because all possible messages are known. An extension of this system could be
the implementation of the channel protocols as defined in Occam 2 [3].

2.4.1 Userver

The Userver process is the GRM's interface to the user of the system. This
process contains the keyboard reading- and screen writing utilities. In fact,
Userver communicates with the 'server', a program executed by the Personal
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Figure 2.2: The process structure of the Global Resource Manager process

Computer, which is an interface between the GRM transputer on one side and
the PC hard disc, screen and keyboard on the other. Via the 'server', Userver
communicates with the user.

The user of the system selects an item from a menu. The operating system
is started from within the Transputer Development System (TDS) [9] editor
which uses a fold structure. Before starting the execution of the GRM, the
cursor of the PC is left on the fold containing the program pool. The program
pool contains the code of the LRM and the user programs. Userver can show
the contents of the pool. from which the user can make his choise.

Userver passes recognized errors to the user via the PC screen. If after a
command from the user an error occured in one of the processes of the operat
ing system. then this process reports the error to the Userver. Subsequently. it
indicates the nature of the error instead of returning the result of the execution
of the commando

During the development of the operating system, parts of the other three
subprocesses were developed first within the Userver. because of the ease of
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debugging. After testing the program parts were placed in their own environ
ment. Userver is constructed as a command driven process. Userver waits for
a command and then executes the processes. In Occam. this structure looks
like:

WHILE alive
SEQ

keyboard? command
IF

command = A
process A

command = B
process B

rRUE
error handling process

2.4.2 Manager

The Manager process is command driven as weil and obtains its commands
from Userver. The Manager is the heart of the operating system. It keeps the
state of the network in two arrays and decides what to do if an error message is
generated. The Manager can also decide about the allocation of user programs
at a subset of the transputers in the network. A user program is available in the
program pool together with its configuration information. For instance: the
program developed for the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the MR data is to
be placed on a pipeline (a string of transputers with channel connections) of
eight transputers. The Manager process places this pipeline somewhere in the
network. It could follow different strategies to do th is placement. reckoning
the special properties of the transputers. Some processes require processors
with a lot of external memory. and others do not.

Another strategy is to vary the configurations of the user programs. For
instance: in principle. the FFT program for a pipeline of eight processes can be
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used in a hardware pipeline of four processors. Maybe. when a user requests
th is program. eight transputers are not free. but four are. In this case. it
could be an advantage. if the Manager could choose between two possibilities:
placing the pipeline on four processors or on eight. In the former case two
processes are placed on one processor. connected via an internal channel like in
figure 2.4. The language Occam and the architecture of the transputer enable
this flexibility. User programs with a systolic architecture [4] are especially fit
to be designed with a flexible number of processors.

These strategies were not implemented in the present operating system.
The decision has to be made by the user of the system via the Userver process.
The first aim of this work is to facilitate the flexible reconfiguration and the
flexible placement of processes. Besides. applications can easily be attached to
the Manager and application dependent strategies can be implemented after
wards.

The Manager determines if channels of user processes are placed at the
hardware link channels. or if they are implemented as internal software channels.
Some examples iIIustrating placements of user processes are shown in figure 2.4
in section Local Resource Manager. When the Manager sends the code of a user
process to a transputer. it additionally sends the information for the complete
channel implementation.

The first action of the Manager after the power of the system is turned
on. is the exploration of the network. The structure is filed in two arrays.
one array describing the properties. connections and state of link switches (see
chapter Network Configuration) and an analogous array for the transputers
in the network. Every newly found transputer (which is still in a virginal.
post-reset state) is booted with a Local Resource Manager and is given an
identification number.

2.4.3 Filer

The Filer process helps the Manager process to read files from the PC hard
disco This process can be replaced if another host system is used. Replacement
is not very difficult since Filer is a command driven process. In facto th is Filer
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also communicates with the TOS-5erver. Filer reads files from the TOS fold
structure, it searches for folds with certain fold strings. Refer to the TOS user
manual [9] for more information about filed folds. This convenient editor hel ps
the user to pass information to the GRM via files.

2.4.4 LRMserver

The LRMserver is the GRM's interface to the network. It obtains commands
from Userver and the Manager and receives messages from out of the network.
Special predefined procedures. supplied by Inmos [9]. protect the GRM trans
puter against trouble due to link communication failures. These procedures
reinitialize the link channels if the channels tried to communicate in vain for a
certain period. The maximum of this period can be specified as a parameter of
these procedures. T'hese delay times must not be set too short. to prevent un
necessary communication failures if bytes are sent to slowanswering processes.
Thus. the chance of loosing contact with the network in case of any trouble is
minimized.

The LRMserver has some processes for different sorts of communication
with the transputers in the network. Single bytes and byte arrays can be
sent in different ways to keep the communications as short as possible. Large
amounts of bytes must be sent into the network sometimes. for instance: when
a large user program is loaded. On such occasions. it is advantageous to check
communication considering transmission of the complete program code instead
of the transmission of one byte.

2.5 Deadlock in the Resource Managers?

One problem concerning concurrent processes that is not solved implicitly in
Occam is the danger of deadlock. Just like the word says. it is a fatal error
causing one or more of the processes to halt for ever. In the GRM, the danger
of deadlock could be present as weil. The parts of the GRM are connected
according to figure 2.2. Commandsar~ passed from one part to another. Apart
from the start up actions and the 1m'OI' handling actions. all action is initiated
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by the user (or the application developed by the user) via Userver.

The danger of deadlock is shown in the following example. If the user
wants to know the state of a certain transputer. he indicates this desire to
Userver. Userver could send a request command to the Manager. remaining
in a wait state itself. Manager could also pass a request for the state to the
LRMserver and remain in a wait state too. If in this phase of the execution, the
LRMserver sends a request for more information directly to Userver (which was
in a wait state) then the GRM gets into a deadlock state. In parallel computer
systems, cyclical message passing, causing deadlock can occur in many ways.

There are several ways to solve this problem. One solution is to attach
priorities to the messages to assure dispatchment of all messages. This solution
is cumbersome, however. for a small system like the GRM.

Another. simpier solution is placing the subprocesses in a hierarchical order.
deciding if a message is allowed to be sent or not. A higher order subprocess
may send a command to a lower order one, and the lower order one may return
an answer then. But the lower order one may not send anything to a higher
order subprocess. except for an answer directly to the requesting one. This
guarantees deadlock free operation of the Global Resource Manager, because
messages can not be sent cyclically.

Some restrictions are brought in by th is solution too. Not every thinkable
communication sequence is allowed. but in this limited process, th is is not
insuperable.

The hierarchical order of the processes in th is system is as follows:

Userver
Manager
Filer
LRMserver
LRM
MRM (refer to section 'Local Resource Manager')
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In other words: an LRM process can only return answers to the LRMserver
process. This is an important detail because the GRM first has to establish a
data path to a link of a transputer containing a LRM. before communication
may take place. One small disadvantage of this ordening is the fact that any
fault occurring during a data transmission executed by the LRMserver is not
directly passed to the Userver process. This problem is overcome by Userver.
it asks for the state of LRMserver regularly.

2.6 Local Resource Manager

This part of the management is 'the worker in the field' as it is concerned with
all the local matters,. It manages a transputer and everything belonging to it as
a resource. The Local Resource Manager waits for user programs coming from
the Global Resource Manager. As one such program arrives, it is immediately
started in the transputer as a 'named process' in Occam. This named process
is given eight channels as parameters by the user (four output and four input).

When the named process is terminated (which is different from stopped).
th is is reported to the Global Manager. The Local Manager is not aware of the
connections of the four transputer links. it is only aware of the placements of
the channels of the user processes inside the transputer.

The structure of the Local Manager is displayed in figure 2.3.

Besides a communication process. there are some Micro Resource Manager
(MRM) processes. connected via channels. One MRM can accompany one
imported process at one time. The number of MRMs is restricted and fixed for
every LRM. this determines the maximaI number of user processes that can be
loaded to one transputer.

When an MRM does not execute a named process of the user, it waits for a
message from the communication process via an input process. Waiting for an
input does not load the processor; an idle MRM does not decrease processing
power. At one moment. processor time is used by the active MRMs and by
the communication process. figure 2.3. Therefore it is important to keep this
communication process as small as possible.
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LINK

LINK LINK

LINK

MRM

Figure 2.3: Local Resource Manager structure

An MRM executes the alien named process from the user with the Inmos
predefined process 'KERN EL.RUN' [9]. This process was linked to LRM by
the TDS compiler and facilitates execution of imported transputer code. which
must be in the CODE SC form [9]. KERNEL.RUN needs some additional
information about the alien code like the length of the code and the starting
point for the processor. This information is derived automatically by the Filer
(of the GRM) and sent together with the transputer code. Transputer code
(the explicit form of the user program) must be handled with care as the system
does not check the validity (which of course makes the system transparant for
the user).

The channels that are parameters of the named processes can be placed on
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transputer links or inside the transputer. The decision is made by the Manager
of the GRM and passed to the LRM in the arrays 'hard' and 'connect' together
with the user process. The array 'hard' determines which channels are placed
on hardware links and 'connect' determines the connection numbers of the
placed channels. The LRM has eight hardware channels (four input and four
output) and an, in principle unlimited, number of software channels in stock.
Eight of these channels are filled in as parameters for the named process. The
number of software channels is fixed for every LRM.

--lf----( lRM J----t--

a

d

Figure 2.4: The Local Resource Manager places user processes at the trans
puter

In figure 2.4, some examples of placements of user processes are given.
These examples show that the communication process of LRM is always keeping
control over the free links of the transputer. As GRM is aware of the placements
it tries to contact the LRMs over the free links. In the situation of figure 2.4 d,
the LRM lost its contact to all the links. It has to wait until one of the link
using processes terminates. The GRM contacts this LRM only after it learned
from another LRM that this one has finished.

The available memory of one transputer is divided over the MRMs. This
devision is fixed for each LRM. Dynamic memory allocation could be introduced
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although it is not in the spirit of transputer architecture. It is c1ear that the size
of the LRM itself must not be too large, about 3'kbyte in its present form.
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Chapter 3

Network configuration

3.1 Introduction

A multiprocessor system with transputers is a network with point to point
connections. Bus structures do not appear in this system. Every connection
has a communication bandwidth equal to the bandwidth of one transputer
link. Every joined link increases the communication bandwidth of the system.
It is c1ear that the performance of such a multiprocessor system depends upon
the configuration of the network. A transputer has four communication links.
These links can be connected to other transputers or to other devices with an
Inmos transputer link protocol ([10]. page 122). Different user programs will
use different configurations. The main objective of this system is to reconfigure
these networks dynamically.

The reconfiguration data are routed through the network. When recon
figuration is done inside a transputer by an additional (parallel) process. this
means some overhead for every processor. An example of reconfiguration using
message forwarding processes for object oriented programming is given in [6].
Besides. some transputers might getisolated when all neighbouring ones can
not pass any reconfiguration data for a while. This can occur when these
neighbours execute user programs which make it impossible to rout recon
figuration information. However. this situation is allowed in a system where
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reconfiguration data are routed beyond the transputers.

The solution to this problem is to keep the routing of reconfiguration data
completely outside of the transputers. This is possible with programmabie link
switches. the Inmos (004s. The manager process in the system has to control
all these switches in the system. and note the state of the configuration.

3.2 The Inmos (004 programmabie link switch

The link switch. or crossbar switch. is made to connect Inmos links. An In
mos communication link is aserial. full duplex communication link between
members of the Inmos transputer family with a standard 10 Mbaud or a high
20 Mbaud data speed. Up to 32 links can be connected to one switch [13].
The (004 can make connections between these 32 links. The connections are
programmed via a configuration link. See figure 3.1 for the logicaI layout of
the crossbar switch. This figure shows that link input channels and link output

LlnklnD..31

LlnkOulO

~====; CD"'lgLlnkOutCDnflgLl"kl"
LlnkSp••d

VCC~GND Srsl_ t------ ClpPlutc::::: __&0_""""_'_"--J CaP","UI

Figure 3.1: The logicaI layout of the Inmos (004 crossbar switch

channels are split up. Each of the link outputs can be connected to one of
the link inputs. The input is selected with a 1-of-32 multiplexer. Note that
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this architecture enables broadcasting: one input channel is connected to more
than one output channel. As broadcasting is not consistent with the Occam
language definition. which defines channels as point to point connections. the
system to control the network will not make use of this feature. When care
fully used. this feature can of course be usefull in special applications. In the
developed operating system. the C004s are used to connect any pair of two
transputer links. Connecting link a to link b requires the selection of the input
of link a for link b's output and vice versa.

The connections in a link switch are programmed via a 'configuration link'.
which is an Inmos link as weil. The switch programming process can send
command bytes to establish connections. to make inquiries about a connection
and to reset the whole switch. As every Inmos link consists of two channels.
commands can be sent and information about a connection can be received.
Two types of this switch are available: Revision A and Revision B. At the
moment of designing this operating system. only Revision A was commercially
available. Revision A is a somewhat restricted version of Revision B: the latter
can make one single disconnection in the switch. whereas the former has to be
reset completely. To overcome this restriction. a disconnection of a link from
all other links is defined as a connection of this link to itself.

An inevitable disadvantage of the use of this crossbar switch is the additional
delay in the transmission of each byte. According to Inmos specifications. the
average delay is 1.75 times the transmission time of one bit. A small practical
test confirmed th is number: in this test. 100000 bytes were first sent via one
C004 connection and then via four C004 connections. from a T414 to a T414.
The time was measured in microseconds with an internal transputer timer. A
delay of 1.79 times the transmission time of one byte was measured with an
inaccuracy due to phase noise in the c10cks of both transputers.

This delay is added once to the time it takes to send one byte plus its two
start bits and its stop bit. The delay is also added to the time it takes to return
two acknowledge bits if the acknowledge is not overlapped by the transmitted
byte. Thus. to the transmission time of one byte. a delay of twice 1.75 times
the transmission time of one bit is added. For the standard 10 Mbaud link
speed. th is is 0.35 p,sec.

The acknowledge. which is put out after the acceptance of a byte by a
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T414 transputer. is sent a short time after the stop bit was received (typi
cally 0.7 JLsec.). A single C004 inserted between two transputers which fully
implement overlapped acknowledges causes no reduction in data bandwidth.
The delay through the switch is hidden by the overlapped acknowledge. Over
lapped acknowledges are returned by the link controllers of T800 transputers
([11] page 16).so this disadvantage applies only to T414s. as long as one C004
is inserted in a link connection. When several C004s are inserted. the acknowl
edges might not be overlapped anymore by the transmitted byte: the total
delay time becomes to large.

The C004 link switch regenerates the input signa!. th us it can be used to
construct reconfigurable networks of any depth. Other considerations limit this
depth. refer to subsection 'Controlling a set of link switches'.

3.3 Controlling a set of link switches

If only one C004 is used. then eight transputers can be connected with all
their links to this C004. For larger networks. more switches are required.
How generalized link switches. having more than 32 link connections. can be
constructed from C004s is explained in [14). As the Global Manager has to
control the configuration link of all the link switches. at least it must be able
to reach every configuration link. in general via other switches.

Besides setting up configurations for user programs. a number of data trans
missions have to take place. For instance: one of the tasks of the Global Man
ager is to load the Local Resource Manager process into a reset transputer.
In this case. a path from the Global Manager to the concerned transputer has
to be established by sending configuration commands to some switches. Next.
the Local Resource Manager code has to be transmitted via this path. It is not
sufficient to reach the configuration link of every C004. Data must be sent to
the connected links as weil.

This results in arestriction for the network: every COO" has to be connected
to another COO" or to the GRM process itself, with both its configuration
link and one of its data links. So. one data link of every switch is used to keep
contact with another device. The two links between two switches in a string
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are reserved for the network manager. User programs can not use them. This
is a minor restriction since each (004 in the middle of a string has 29 links left
to connect transputers. An example of a transputer network that is built this
way is given in figure 3.2.

GRW

TflAJlSPUTBI

COO4 COO4

TRAHSPUTER COO4

Figure 3.2: Example of a typical transputer network with severallink switches

With th is restriction. networks can be implemented having a tree structure.
in which every branch can hold 15 leaves. 5ince there are 32 links at one switch
of which one is used to keep connection with a previous device. there are 31
links left to connect further switches (Ieaves) that need two links each.

For a special application. an exception can be made: a link switch could
be controlled by alocal process developed by the user. In this situation. the
GRM has to connect the configuration link of this (004 to a link which is not
part of the tree structure.

With every (004. a string of (004s and links is associated. The concerned
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C004 forms one end of the string. the C004 connected directly to the GRM
the other. Coming from the concerned C004. every next C004 of the string is
connected to the configuration link and one of the data links of the previous
one. as shown in figure 3.3. The C004s in such a string have increasing depths
and the C004 connected directly to the GRM has depth 1.

GIl"
TllAIlSPI11DI

D t 11

D I bi

Figure 3.3: String of C004s connected with two links

If link switch C has to be switched. the switch commands have to be passed
via a2. aO. b2. bi and CONF(C). But to connect b2 and b1. switch commands
for switch B have to be passed via a2. ai and CON F(B) first. So ai and a2
must be connected first to establish a path for switching commands for switch
Band then a2 and aO must be connected to establish a path to CONF(C).

To iIIustrate the way C004 switches are controlled. a command sequence.
needed to establish a data path from the GRM to some link c3 (one of the links
of link switch Cl. is listed below. In this list. n2 & n1 stands for the commands
the GRM has to send to the configuration link of switch N to connect link n2 to
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link nl in this switch. Each element like n2 & nl is called one unit of connect
commands. In genera/, these commands are sent from one of the two links of
the GRM connected to the network. The first unit of connect commands is
sent via the link connected to CONF(A). the second via the link connected to
a2. the third via CONF(A) and so on.

The sequence of connect commands in the example is:
a2 &al. b2 &bl. a2 &aO. c2 &c3. a2 &al. b2 &bO. a2 &aO.
It appears that the connection of the GRM to a certain link of C004(C) with
depth 3 requires a sequence of 7 units of connect commands. For a C004 with
depth 4. 15 of these units are needed. In genera/, the number of command units
equals 2" - 1. n being the depth of the link switch. The number of connect
commands increases exponentially with the depth of a C004 in the transputer
network. To limit the length of the command sequences. the network must be
constructed avoiding C004s with large depths.

T0 limit the time needed to establish a path through the network. the
command sequences must be sent immediately. without interruption caused
by processing the next commando The availability of the complete switch
command sequences enables their immediate transmission. The GRM derives
and files the complete sequences.

3.3.1 Deriving the switch command sequences

The set of command sequences described here contains some redundancy. be
cause all complete command sequences are available for reconfiguration speed
purposes.

During the exploration of the network in the setup phase. the Global Re
source Manager searches for the link numbers that describe the data and con
figuration paths. This is important because the manager will often use those
paths during network management. For instance. these numbers are a2. al.
aO. b2. b1. bO and 50 on. for the paths in figure 3.3. With every C004. a
string of C004s is associated and with every COO4 in a string. a triplet of link
numbers is associated. If to a certain C004. no configuration link of another
C004 is connected. only one link number is filed because no paths to a deeper
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(004 are needed.

The (004s in a string are numbered: the (004 connected directly to the
GRM is (004 number 0 of every string. The command units sent by the
GRM have different destinations. The command unit b2 & b1 is directed
to (004(8) in figure 3.3. The destinations of the 7 command units of th is
example. according to the numbers of the destination-(004s in the string are:
O. 1. O. 2. O. 1. O. This means: the first command unit is sent to (004(0) in the
string, the second to (004(1) and so on. This pattern is the same for switches
with the same depth and infinitly extendable to patterns needed for .deeper'
switches. It is sufficient to generate the pattern needed for the maximal depth.
Note that all commands with destination (004(A) are sent via the GRM's link
to (ONF(A) and all other ones via the GRM's link to a2 in the example.

(ombining the destination pattern and the link number triplets of every
(004 in a string, the GRM can derive the complete command sequences needed
to establish a path to an arbitrary link of the (004 at the end of the string.
Note that the actual switching command for the intended (004 appears exactly
in the middle of a command sequence. This command connects the choosen
link of the intended (004 (c3 of (004(C) in the example) and can not be
preprocessed because it depends on the application of the command sequence.
The last 'half' of the sequence (the last three units in the example) establishes
the path to the intended link of the intended (004.

Deep (004s require very long command sequences and all of these se
quences are derived alld filed during the setup phase. To avoid the filing (and
transmission) of enormous command sequences, the GRM allows a restricted
(004 depth only.

3.3.2 Contents of one connect command unit

The (004s are programmed by sending command bytes to the configuration
link [13]. A command byte 1 followed by byte a and byte b assigns link
input b to link output a. and vice versa. To actually set up connections, such
connection information must be followed by a byte 3. If link a is connected
to link c when link a is to be connected to link b. then link a first has to
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be fully disconnected from link c. This also means that the output of link c
must be disconnected from the input of link a. If this is neglected, a form of
broadcasting arises. the output of link c and the output of link bare connected
to the input of link a. In this operating system. th is sort of broadcasting causes
undesirable network switching.

If. in the example a2 and al are to be connected. then aO has to be dis
connected from a2 first. For a Revision A (004 link switch. th is is the same
as connecting aO to aO and connecting al to a2. The command to connect
two links in both directions is byte 1. the command to set up all previous de
clared connections is byte 3. Thus. the complete connect command unit of
th is example consists of seven bytes: 1. aO. aO. 1. al. a2. 3.

3.4 Network exploration

As mentioned in the Introduction. the number of transputers used in the data
processing backend for MR imaging developed at the PFH grew rapidly. To
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Figure 3.4: Number of transputers used for MR imaging

get a rough impression of this growth, the figures are displayed in in figure 3.4.
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The increase of the number of transputers is also caused by the increase of
experience with parallel processes and their description in Occam.

This operating system controls processing machines made of transputers
and link switches. These resources and some peripheral devices are intercon
nected with link cables or circuit boards. It is recommendable to use modules.
for instance some transputers with local memory and a link switch on a board.

In a research environment. those modules of the system are often replaced
by newer ones. or elements are added to increase the processing power. In
a multi tasking environment. elements can be added which are specialized
for certain tasks. like a transputer graphics board. All these system alterations
require a f1exible management. This management (Global and Local Managers)
must be aware of all available resources. It is of great help if the manager
examines the network itself at the start of asession: then it is assured that the
manager is abreast of the present situation always.

The manager examines the resources in a weil defined way. First it searches
for the (004 that must be connected directly to the GRM transputer. If this
one is not found, no resources are available to execute user processes. From
each found C004. other (004s are searched for. When the configuration link of
a new link switch is found, the manager searches for a data link to the switch.

When a link of a reset transputer is found, first the size of the local memory
is determined via peek and poke commands. Refer to section 'Searching for
(004s and transputers' . Subsequently, this transputer is loaded with a Local
Resource Manager process. The transputer is given its unique identification
number and returns the link number over which it received its identification
number. All connections are described by the numbers which are filed in two
arrays: 'transputer' and 'C004'.

The elements of these two-dimensional arrays are described below, with
their possible values, for one transputer and one C004 respectively (all elements
are INTs):
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Transputer
amount of local memory in bytes: -1 = unknown. 4096. 8192 etc.
type : 0 = undefined. 1 = T 414. 2 = T800.

3 = T212

per link:
device type

device number
link number of other device

(004
(004 type

per link connection :
device type

device number
link number of other device
link number of connected link

: 0 = undefined. 1 = transputer.
2 = (004. 3 = link adapter

: 0 = GRM transputer. 1. 2 etc.
: O. 1 etc.. 32 = conf.link of a (004

: 0 = undefined. 1 = Rev.A.
2 = Rev.B

: 0 = undefined. 1 = transputer.
2 = (004. 3 = link adapter

: 0 = GRM transputer. 1. 2 etc.
: O. 1 etc.. 32 = conf.link of a (004
: 0.1 etc.. 32 (+ 128 if set up)

Note that link number 32 is the configuration link.

3.4.1 Searching for (004s and transputers

If the GRM has found a new (004. the GRM sends some bytes to all its 32
links successively to find out if any further device is connected. To understand
how the exploration process distinguishes a configuration link of a (004 from
another link. requires some knowledge of transputer hardware details [10]. If
a transputer is loaded with some process and the exploration program sends
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data to one of the links of this transputer in order to search for any device.
then it depends on this process what happens.

If a transputer is in the reset state and the manager sends certain bytes.
then there are three possibilities. If the first byte is a zero. the transputer
interprets it as a poke command: it expects a local memory address and a
word of four bytes to write it in memory at this address. If the first byte is a
one. the transputer interprets it as a peek command: it expects a local memory
address and will return the word filed at this address in memory. If the first
byte is not a zero or a one. the transputer expects a program and waits for the
code data to boot it.

The exploration process uses the following trick: to make the distinction
it sends five bytes to which switches and transputers (Ioaded and reset) have
different reactions. Those bytes are: O. 1. O. 2. O. If. after transmission of the
first byte. a zero byte is received back. then the concerned link is connected to
itself.

If a configuration link of a link switch is connected to the concerned link.
then this C004 will interpret the received bytes as follows:
O. 1. 0: command to connect input 1 to output 0 [13].
(This is a harmiess action during the exploration phase.)
2. 0: inquires which input is connected to output O.
The C004 will return the answer: 1. If a byte 1 is returned after these five
bytes. then it is sure a configuration link is connected to the concerned link.

If a reset transputer is connected to the concerned link. this transputer will
interpret the five bytes as follows:
O. 1. O. 2. 0: command to poke at address #00020001
which is address 131073. the transputer will wait for a four byte word to poke
at th is address. If nothing is returned after these five bytes. then the unknown
link is not a configuration link and GRM will write the word 0 at 131073. (This
is a harmiess action. even if a transputer does not have any memory at address
131073.) To be sure that the unknown link belongs to a transputer and not
to another device which accepts bytes and returns acknowledges. a word is
written in- and read from internal memory by the GRM.

If a Local Resource Manager process is already present in the transputer to
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which the exploration process sends its bytes. then LRM accepts these bytes
including the word O. Subsequently. the Local Manager returnes its identifi
cation number and the link number over which it received the bytes of the
Global Manager. Thus. the network exploration process can distinguish a reset
transputer from a transputer loaded with a Local Manager. All information
will be filed immediately in the two arrays.

In some cases. sending anything to a certain link has to be prevented.
(When fragile hardware is connected to a transputer link adapter for instance.)
For these situations. a special check is required if bytes are not sent to pre
announced fragile links.

3.4.2 Searching for the data links in (004 strings

In the example of a (004 string in figure 3.3. the so ca lied data links are the
connections from aO to b2 and from bO to c2. If the configuration link of a
new link switch is found. the network exploration process has to be sure that
a data link to this (004 is available. This data link must be present between
the newly found (004 and the (004 from which the new configuration link was
found.

LRM

CüNF a3
a2

TRAN5P.
GRM C004 a1

a4 A aO
TRAN5P.

LRM

TRAN5P.

Figure 3.5: Node of two (004 strings
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In principle, there are about 32 * 32 possibilities for a data link to be
connected between these two switches.. Sending switch commands to different
switches sequentially. takes a lot of time as shown in .section 'Controlling a set
of link switches'. The strategy, to limit the searching time. followed by the
exploration process is to search for some data link candidates first. Of all
the links of the 'root' C004, candidates are chosen which might be connected
to the newly found C004. Of the newly found switch, all links are switched
to themselves. Every link of the old one that is now connected to itself is
apparently a candidate to be a data link to the new C004.

Ultimate determination of the data link number is done as follows. The
new switch is reset. The links of the new switch are switched to themselves
sequentially and every time one is switched. the exploration process checks if
one of the candidates. that was not connected to itself. is connected to itself
now. The first found data link is used by the system.

Refer to figure 3.5 for a node of two C004 strings. A special problem can
occur in th is case. While sending data to the resources in the network. the GRM
might use a data path via a4, a2, b4 and bO to a transputer. It is not sufficient
to make a complete disconnection between b4 and bO when communication via
this path is finished. If a transfer of data is started to the transputer connected
to C004 B, it must be assured that a4 and a2 are completely disconnected.
Otherwise broadcasting might arise in the node of both strings: C004 A. So.
disconnection must be made not only during the set up of a data path, but
also after using the data path.

3.5 (004 network emulation

A network exploration process for networks of transputers and C004s was de
signed. Besides, the Global Resource Manager can rout data through the net
work and make connections in C004s anywhere in the network. Of course. these
facilities had to be tested. But only the 'Configuration Board' was available.
refer to chapter 'Configuration Board'. A smal! network containing one link
switch was constructed. Another solution was needed to test larger structures
with several C004s connected in a tree.
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All the software was tested on an C004 network emulator. The emulator is
a system which has the properties of such a network. except for the speed of a
real network. This emulator is wriUen completely in Occam since. in principle.
all the properties of a link switch can be described in the language Occam. The
processes of which one switch consists and several switches existing concur
rently can weil be represented by Occam processes. The link cables connecting
the mutual C004s are represented by Occam channels of course. The Occam
program for one link switch has the following structure:

WHILE alive
ALT

ALT
input via one of the 32 channels and output if connected

conf.in? one.byte
IF

one of the commands received. then execute it

One C004 is described by an Occam process with 66 channels: 32 bidi
rectional programma bie links and one bidirectional configuration link. Inside a
WHILE loop. a set of 32 link processes and one command handJing process are
joined in an ALTernate construct. During every execution of the WH ILE loop
a choise is made between execution of the set of link processes and handling
a command that arrived via the configuration link. The command handling
alternative is guarded by the occurrence of the input of a commando

This way. byte transmissions over links and link switching are synchronized
in the emulated component. In a real component. completely un-synchronized
switching is possible. but in an Occam description. this must be done syn
chronized with transmissions. At this point. the emulation differs from a real.
hardware C004. This difference is due to the fact that in the hardware C004.
the changes in the shared information about the connections of links inside a
C004 are not synchronized.

All 32 link processes are joined in a further ALTernate construct. From the
processes joined in this construct. one process with a valid guard is chosen.
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Thus. byte transfers via the link connections are synchronized as weil: only one
transfer is executed at the time. This is done to simplify and speed up the
emulation. When emulating the C004 in one transputer. real parallel transfer
of bytes can not be accomplished anyhow.

The structure of link process n is like:

link.in[n] ? one.byte
IF
enable[n]

link.out[connect[n]]
TRUE

SKIP

The variabIe connect[n] keeps the connection info of C004-link n. The
varia bie enable[n] is set to FAL5E if the switch is reset and it is set to TRUE
if any connection is set up with C004-link n. In practice. separate channels are
used to implement C004 links instead of channel arrays to ease the placement
on hardware transputer links.

The occurrence of an input via a link guards the transfer process of that
link. This causes another difference between the hardware and the emulation:
any byte sent to a link is accepted (an acknowledge is returned). even if no
receiving device. which returns acknowledges. is connected to the concerned
link. This difference is due to the fact that open channels are forbidden in
Occam: a channel is a point to point connection and not a point to nothing
connection.

Emulated C004s have their 66 channels as parameters. By joining several
switches in a PARallel construct. any number of them can be emulated. Link
cables between C004s are emulated by giving the C004 processes the same
channel as a parameter. To serve as a test for the network exploration program.
a network of eight C004s has been assembied. the configuration of this network
is shown in figure 3.6.

The eight C004s were placed on one transputer. For this placement. four
links of th is network had to be placed on the hardware transputer links. Of
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CONF CONF

COD<

Figure 3.6: Emulated test network with several sorts of connections between
eight C004s in a tree structure

course. two links to the 'first' C004 had to be placed to give the GRM complete
control over the network. These are the two links at the top of figure 3.6. Two
links at the deepest point of the network were placed as shown at the bottom
of figure 3.6 in order to allow testing the data paths set up in the network.

The complete emulation process was loaded into one of the transputers of
the Configuration Board and a network was made using the available hardware
(004 and the emulator in one of the transputers. The exploration process
found the network correctly. Of course arbitrary large networks can be made
using emulated (004s in transputers.
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Chapter 4

The Configuration Board

A configuration board was developed with one C004 and two transputers in
order to actually connect transputers in a network. built with a link switch.
The transputers are connected to the switch with their four links. This board
can be connected to all the available transputer boards because it has several
different link connectors and link buffers. See figure 4.1 for its schematic
diagram.

Both transputers have a static local memory of 128 kbytes (32 kwords). The
'normal' buffers on the board are meant to connect it to the presently available
transputer boards also equiped with these 74ALS244 buffers. The differential
buffers are meant to be used with a backplane or a long wire between distant
transputer boards.

The circuit is wire-wrapped on a square 9 unit circuit board with two voltage
supply layers. Not-error LEDs of the transputers and a global error LED as weil
as a reset switch are mounted to the front plate of the board.

An unintentional application of the broadcasting facility (see section 'The
Inmos C0041ink switch') was discovered during the testing of this board. While
examining the programming of the link switch. it succeeded to load both the
reset transputers on the board with the Local Manager process at the same time
and via one link. On this occasion. the GRM sent bytes to both transputers
but received acknowledges from only one.
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The success of this broadcast was due to the symmetry of the board: one
of the transputers returned acknowledges in vain. but communication was syn
chronous in this case. This property of the link switch can be utilized in a
safe way by gathering all the acknowledges coming from the listeners of the
broadcast in a special piece of hardware. If all acknowledges are received. an
acknowledge can be sent to the sender.

All further information about the configuration board can be found in ap
pendix B.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic Diagram of the Configuration Board
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks

The state of a transputer system (the configuration of the network. controlled
by link switches and the placement of processes) can be controlled directly by
a managing process programmed in Occam. This yields flexibility in the use of
the resources in the network and in the use of available processes.

It is weil possible to start impul ted processes on a transputer. controlled by
a managing process. This can be done with a minimum of overhead. required
to communicate with a global manager once in a while. The hardware channels
of the transputers in the network can be managed as if those were resources:
they are distributed over user processes as parameters. The distribution is
determined by the Global Manager to enable the configuration of sub-networks
in the network.

The decrease in performance due to the link connections via C004s can be
limited by careful placement of the processes. When they are placed. more
than one C004 connection between two transputers should be avoided. The
transfer of one byte to a T414 transputer is delayed with .35 JLseconds (with a
10 Mbaud link speed) for every inserted C004.

A network of link switches can be described surveyably as a tree structure.
If link switches are not nested too deep in the network. then reconfiguration of
the network can be done in acceptable short times. Switching a C004 which is
the tenth C004 in a C004 string takes a period of the order of ten milliseconds.
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Components like C004 link switches can be simulated by Occam programs.
apart from some minor differences. Of course. speed is radically reduced in
this case. Executing these emulators parallel in a transputer facilitates the
emulation of arbitrary networks of C004s. An emulated network of eight C004s.
having more than 50 links across the network. together with a real C004 was
mapped correctly by the exploration process.

Because of the elegant hardware architecture of transputers and link switches.
a hardware element of a large transputer system. such as the Configuration
Board. can be designed. assembied and tested in a relatively short time. The
low price of the components (processors. memory and switches) suggests build
ing a flexible system containing many seperate modules.

Applications of this system can define their own placement strategy of
user programs in the transputer network. Thus. the flexibility of the operating
system can be utilized at its optimum. The flexibility. gained with this operating
system. wiU be more val ua bie than the required system performance to obtain
it.
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Appendix A

C004 Rev.A/B programming
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10 IMS C004-A

The IMS C004-A implements a subset of the configuration messages.

Configuration Message Function

[0] [input] [output] Connects input to output.

[1] [link1] [link2] Connects Iink1 to Iink2 by connecting the input of Iink1 to the output of link2
and the input of Iink2 to the output of Iink1.

[2] [output] Enquires which input the output is connected to. The IMS C004 responds
with the input.

[3] This command byte must be sent at the end of every configuration sequence
which sets up a connection. The IMS C004 is then ready to accept data on the
connected inputs.

[4] Resets the switch. All outputs are disconnected and held low.

When Reset is applied to the IMS C004-A the outputs are not disconnected. After power is applied and
before any configuration message is transmitted to the IMS C004-A, a software reset byte (control byte [4])
must be sent. This has the effect of disconnecting all the outputs.
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IMS C004 Data Sheet

5 Switch Implementation

The IMS C004 is intemally organised as a set of
thirtytwo 32-to-1 multiplexors. Each multiplexor
has associated with it a six bit latch, five bits of
which select one input as the source of data for
the corresponding output. The sixth bit is used
to connect and disconnect the output. These
latches can be read and written by messages sent
on the configuration link via ConfigLlnkln and
ConfigLinkOut.

Configuration Message Function

The output of each multipJexor ;s synchronised with
an internal high speed clock and regenerated at
the output pad. This synchronisation introduces, on
average. a 1.75 bit time delay on the signa!. As the
signal is not electrically degraded in passing through
the switch, it is possible to form links through an
arbitrary number of link switches.

Each input and output is identified by a number in the
range 0 to 31. A configuration message consisting
of one, two or three bytes is transmitted on the
configuration link. The configuration messages sent
to the switch on this link are shown in the tabie.

[0] [input] [output] Conneets input to output.

[1] [link1] [link2] Connects Iink1 to Iink2 by connecting the input of Iink1 to the output of Iink2
and the input of link2 to the output of Iink1.

[2J [output] Enquires which input the output is connected to. The IMS C004 responds
with the input. The most signifigant bit of this byte indicates whether the output
is connected (bit set high) or disconnected (bit set low).

[3] This command byte must be sent at the end of every configuration sequence
which sets up a connection. The IMS C004 is then ready to accept data on the
connected inputs.

[4J Resets the switch. All outputs are disconnected and held low. This also
happens when Reset is applied to the IMS C004.

[5J [outputJ Output output is disconnected and held low.

[6] [link1] [link2] Disconnects the output of Iink1 and the output of Iink2
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lN12 AI3? OUT24 BB? H 12 CB7 EVIOUT 1'197 E 1 iN B0? Cln
OUT12 1'1138 OUT24 Be8 o T12 C0B EV20UT 1'1138 EV21H Be8 C08
IN13 1'1139 IH2S Be9 11113 ce9 IHO'" 1'109 ItlSe Be9 1 00 ce9
OUTla Ale 1H25 B19 OUT13 CU OUT"'O Ale Hla0 BIe 0 ToO C10
INI4 All OUT25 Bl1 1tl14 Cll IHel All OUT39 BIl 01 Cll
OUTI'" 1'112 OUT25 U2 OUT .4 C12 OUT131 1'112 OUT<l0 BI2 0 T"'1 C12 -
IN15 1'113 IH26 BI3 1tl15 cia IH92 1'113 IH31 BI <I 02 CI3
OUTlS AI4 IH2~ .14 : OUTS C14 OUT02 1'114 H BI B14 0l!T02 C14
HIl6 1'116 OllT2G BIS 11116 C16 1tl03 AIS OUT31 B16 IH03 CIS
OUTI6 AlG OUT26 Bl6 OUT 6 C16 OUT133 1'116 OUT31 BIG OllT03 CIG
JNI? Al? JH27 BI? 1t1l7 Cl? Itle4 1'117 IHC9 B17 lN04 CI7
Oun? 1'118 H2? B18 OUT17 cle OUT134 1'118 HIC0 BI8 0IJT04 C18
Hila 1'119 OUT2? B19 lUie C19 !Hes 1'119· OUTC0 B19 HOS C19
OUTle A2e OUT2? 129 OUTte C20 OUT':!5 1'120 OUT ce B20 OUTI1I5 C20 C
lH19 R21 IN28 121 Hll9 C21 IH0'" 1'121 HCl B21 lHO~ eZl
OUT19 1'122 iH2B B22 Ourl9 C22 OUTI)6 1'122 HICI 1122 OllTOG C22
Itl29 1'123 OUT29 B23 1"20 C23 I tlll? 1'123 OUTCI Jl23 He7 C23
OUT20 1'124 OUT29 B24 OUT20 C24 OUT07 1'124 o TCI 1:24 OUTO? C24
JH21 1'126 IH29 B26 1.. 21 e2S IHe'" 1'125 HlC2 B25 JH0B C25
OUT2J A26 IH29 B26 OUT21 C26 OUTlJS 1'126 IHC2 B2G OUT08 C26
JN22 A27 OUT29 B27 IN22 C2? INes 1'127 OUTC2 B27 IH0S C27
OUT22 A2e ouT29 B28 OUT22 e28 OUTes 1'128 OllTe2 B28 OUT09 C28 ,....-
JH23 1'129 B29 Hl2a C29 Hlle 1'129 B29 INI0 CZ9
OUT23 Aae B30 OUT23 C3a OUTIO 1'130 Bae OUT10 C30
GtlD A3t GND B31 Gil 11 C31 GND 1'131 "tlD Bat GND C<tl ,
GHD A32 GND B32 GtlD e32 GHD 1'132 GtlD BS2 GND C32

STA STA STA ST1: STB STB

B

,.-

CONFIGURATION BOARD
A

TITLE
BACXPLAHE CONNECTOR

st ZE ICODE I11.ss 9n IR~VB J. K&M.rb••k
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